The Stress of Moving Home
How much Stress and Anxiety does Moving
Home Cause?
Online Mortgage Advisor customers were asked to nish the
following sentence:
"The process of moving home caused me..."

Extreme Stress &
Anxiety: 39%
High Stress &
Anxiety: 28%
Moderate Stress
& Anxiety: 22%
Mild Stress &
Anxiety: 4%
Little or no Stress
& Anxiety: 8%

Parents were almost twice as likely to report extreme
stress levels
92%

Women were more likely to nd it extremely stressful
than men
14%

Of the 45 customers who obtained an overseas
mortgage, no one reported no stress and anxiety and
76% reported extreme stress and anxiety
76%

What are the Biggest Pain Points?
Customers were asked to list key stressors that existed during their
home move. We've categorised these, in order of most to least frequent,
into 9 different categories, as well as taking note of the most common
speci c issues that were mentioned.

Finding & securing a…
Selling own property
Waiting for the chain to…
Completing & Removals
Other/General/Non-speci c
Solicitors/Conveyancing
Post Completion Issues
Obtaining a Mortgage
Survey/Valuation issues
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The most Common Specific Issues

Can I afford all of this?

Buyers pulling out
Sellers not nding onward property

Leasehold complications

Gazumping

Work/life balance

House prices

Moving day

Mortgage Rejection

Solicitors taking too long

Finding a buyer

Seller Pulling Out
Stamp duty

The economy

Chains breaking up
Flooding

Impatience

Last minute issues with property

Unexpected/hidden fees

Disagreeing on home with partner
Changing schools

Valuations above or below sale price

Sellers leaving a mess
Brexit worries

Pushy estate agents

Finding the right property

Surveys discovering issues

Getting house ready for viewings and photos
Coordinating viewings

Mortgage approval waiting times

The larger the word, the more frequently it came up. Issues around
sellers pulling out was, by a signi cant margin, the most common issue
to cause stress and anxiety amongst customers.
Research undertaken by the HomeOwners Alliance back in 2018
echoes some of our ndings around key stress points, although they
looked at where purchases actually fell through, as opposed to
customers self-reported stress.

Has this put you off Moving
Again?
With 90% of customers saying that moving home had caused at least
moderate stress and anxiety, it's no surprise that almost two-thirds of
them are put off from moving again.

69% said yes

31% said no

Has this put you off moving
house again?
2/3 said yes!

It makes us wonder how many potential house moves actually don't end
up happening because of the negative feelings associated with moving.

How much Stamp Duty revenue is lost every year?
In a nation in need of more housing for rst time buyers, how many
homeowners aren't making onward purchases and opening space up?
How many families are not moving into a more ideal family home?

Where does Ordeal of Moving
Home Rank?
Customers were asked where they would rank moving house in the
list of stress & anxiety causing events in the last ve years. The
possible answers were either top, top ve or outside of the top ve.

Top

Top 5

Below top 5

64%
Said it was the most stressful experience of the past 5 years

6%
Placed outside the top ve

This roughly correlates with previous studies performed by E.ON
that found 6 in 10 people voted moving home as their most stressful
life event.

More Information
The Data
All customers were based in the UK and had completed on a home move through a specialist broker
referred by Online Mortgage Advisor. The categories were created by interpreting customers freeform answers to the question about the key stressors that stuck out in their minds.

The Company
Online Mortgage Advisor puts customers in touch with the right advisor for their circumstances. From
a large network of tightly vetted experts from across the UK with a wide range fo expertise.

The survey was undertaken with the intention of gaining insight into how we could help add additional
value to our customers outside of obtaining nance. You can nd out more about our thoughts on this
survey through our MD, Pete Muglestons, blog post here.

